WASH R-228® ODORLESS
Premium Water-Miscible, One-Step Roller and
Blanket Cleaner and Conditioner
7117

DESCRIPTION
WASH R-228® ODORLESS is a superior, watermiscible, one-step ink glaze preventative and a
roller and blanket cleaner and conditioner. It is a
combination of fine ink solvents that penetrate
deep into rubber to get at the imbedded layers of
dried ink, dirt, gum and lint. At the same time, its
rubber rejuvenator restores precious antioxidants and plasticizers that are constantly being
leached out of rubber.
FEATURES
• One-step cleaning.
• Reduces downtime.
• Contains rubber-conditioning "resilium" to
maintain the operating efficiency of the
rubber surface.
• Water-miscible.
• New blanket concept.
TECHNICAL DATA
Drying Speed
Water-Miscibility
Flash Point (°F TCC)
VOC (method 24)
Vapor Pressure (mm HG)
(composite, calculated)
Photochemically reactive
(Cal Rule 102)
Odor/Fragrance
Weight/Gallon
Specific Gravity
Shelf Life

Medium
Yes
105
6.60
2.81

DIRECTIONS
BLANKETS—WASH R-228® ODORLESS may
be mixed with water up to 50%. Clean blanket
with a saturated rag using a back-and-forth
motion. For best results, wipe dry with a clean
rag.
To begin each day with a "like new" blanket, use
WASH R-228® ODORLESS with VELVEE® as a
single daily procedure. In the morning, coat the
entire blanket with VELVEE® to replenish the
components that keep blankets "like new" and
resilient. Clean the treated blanket with WASH
R-228® ODORLESS, completely removing
VELVEE® solution, and any gum residue that has
been reactivated. At the end of the day, clean the
blanket with WASH R-228® ODORLESS, leaving
it deeply cleaned and ready for the next morning’s
VELVEE® treatment.
ROLLERS—Pour a quantity of WASH R-228®
ODORLESS across the top of roller. Allow to
circulate through roller train for a few minutes,
then engage scraper blade. Continue to add
WASH R-228® ODORLESS until fluid flows
clear on blade. Note that WASH R-228®
ODORLESS cleans out all of the ink.

Yes
Fragrant
6.75
0.810
6 months
4/04/03
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